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momentarily, but Cordova took no chances. His eyes fol-
lowed each move and he did not resume writing until the
interpreter was seated. A few moments later he personally
ushered us to the door, holding the candle while we descended
the few steps to the street. We returned to the center of the
city convinced that what Cordova had said about Carranza's
inability to furnish guarantees for the safety of foreigners
in Mexico was apparently true.
"With the Jenkins case cleaned up sufficiently to circumvent
the Mexican censorship by leaving the country and writing
my articles on American soil, I planned to leave Mexico City
for Laredo at my own convenience. I had promised some
American friends to stay for the New Year celebration in
the capital. Much to my surprise I was tipped off early in the
evening of December 3ist that the Carranza authorities had
issued a warrant for my arrest. The Cordova interview had
leaked. For the second time I made a hurried exit from
Mexico. Once across the Rio Grande I had the feeling that
the United States was a very fine place to be.
Some time' after the Cordova interview was published in
New York, the newspapers in Mexico City scoffed at the
idea that a rebel leader of Cordova's prominence might have
been interviewed in Mexico City. I was taxed as a romancer
and as one with a fertile imagination. It was here that the
statement written by Cordova, authenticating the interview,
came in handy. The Tribune simply published a photostatic
copy of the statement with Cordova's signature as he had
written it. That was the end of that.
For many weeks a Senate committee headed by Senator Al-
bert B. Fall, of New Mexico, took testimony at San Antonio,
El Paso, at border points in Arizona and New Mexico, and
finally at Los Angeles. The most astonishing facts about chaos
in Mexico and the plight of Americans there were brought

